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These new LinkedIn features are for Law Firm Social Content Strategies using LinkedIn

DALLAS, July 8, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Law Firm Social Content Strategies by LinkedIn 

Measuring your law firm’s social content on LinkedIn has become a lot easier with the social

network’s newest features, “Who’s Viewed Your Updates” and “You Recently Visited.”

These new LinkedIn features, which could also help shape future posts on other social networks

based on the information provided by the new tools, will provide real-time feedback about who

is reading brands’ social content and whether it’s being shared or Liked. 

According to LinkedIn’s blog post, the “Who’s Viewed Your Updates” provides you with one

simplified snapshot of what you’ve shared over the past 14 days, who has seen it and how it has

been received (liked, shared). In addition to the engagement from your 1st degree connections,

Who’s Viewed Your Updates will also show you how many of those members in your 2nd and 3rd

degree networks, engaged with what you shared. The “You Recently Visited” feature includes

highlights of recent profiles you have viewed, searches you’ve done and group discussions you

have viewed or participated in.  

“This makes it easier to retrace your steps, re-engage in conversations or follow-up with that old

colleague you intended to connect with,” LinkedIn’s blog post states.

While this feature is exclusive to LinkedIn, it can help your law firm determine what posts are

receiving the most views, shares, and engagements with prospects. Through this data, you could

implement the successful posts on other social networks like Facebook, Twitter and Google+ to

drive more engagement and visibility across all networks.

For more information about Lawyer Marketing, please visit CEPAC.com or call 1-888-

WEBLAWTV.

http://www.brafton.com/news/want-to-know-whos-viewing-social-content-linkedin

http://blog.linkedin.com/2013/06/26/a-more-personalized-linkedin-homepage/
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